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1. Preface Pets are perhaps the most iconic part of the Hunter tool kit. At level 10, you will be able to collect a bay from any Hunter coach that will allow you to learn to tame a beast. After completing the bay, you will be able to leave and tame any pet you want, allowing the pet to fight by your side in combat. 2. Taming Pets As Taming Pet Hunter can
be quite dangerous. The plaster is long, and you are completely vulnerable during It is recommended to have a friend who soon helps the tank to the animal while taking it, to stop it using Concussive Shot before starting the plaster, or more preferably having a freezing trap established ahead of the time to freeze it while you throw Tame Beast. 3.
CLASSIFICATION OF HUNDRED PETS Pets separate in different families according to their type, such as cats, jabalães or arae. Each of the different families of pets also falls into one of the three categories: offensive, defensive or general. As the names suggest, offensive pets make them more so while they take more dais, defensive pets take less
damage as long as they treat less damage, and general pets are balanced . Each family of pets has different modifiers for their health, armor and damage based on its category. All possible pets of pets and their modifiers are listed below. Family Category Health Modifier Armor Modifier Damage Modifier Unique Ability Bat Offense - +7% - Bear
Defense +8% +5% -9% - Boar Defense +4% +9% -10% Charge Carrion Bird General - +5% - Cat OFFEEN -2% - +10% PROWL CRAB DEFENSE -4% +13% -5% - CROCOLISK DEFENSE -5% +10% - - GORILLA DEFENSE +4% 0% +2% THUNDERSTOMP HYENA GENERAL - +5% - OWL Offense - - +7% - Raptor Offense -5% +3% +10% - Scorpid
Defense - +10% -6% Scorpid Poison Spider Offense - - +7% - Defense +5% - - - Turtle Defense - +13% -10% Shell Shield Wind Serpent Offense - - +7% Lightning Breath Wolf General - +5% - Furious Howl You will.Note that some pets have uths, such as the furious howl of a wolf. These can be very ostile skills to have and it is worth having a pet for
every time you can desire that ability. 4. Recommendations for hunters for leveling, the most important thing is to have a pet that can use two skills to spend the focus of it on. If your pet only has a skill, such as a crab that only has a claw, you are losing to the potential damage and the threat of your pet. Cats (Bite and Claw), Bãºhos (Claw and
Screech), Raperos (Bite and Claw), Bears (Bite and Claw) are all the great options you can collect early, depending on your starting area. At level 60, you will have more options to work with. Remember that you are not limited to a pet because you can use the stable to keep your pets and choose a specific pet for a certain situation. For PVE, you
should have a wolf, a cat, and a wind snake. 4.1. Unlike wolf in subsequent versions of Wow, vanilla pets will die to dungeons and assault mechanics very easily. This means that sometimes you will have to leave your pet standing with you, so that she does not die. The wolves are excellent pets to have liabilities, since they can still take Furious Roar to
handcuff you and its members of the party, which is still a good increase in dava for themselves. 4.1.1. Lupos Lupos is a weird wolf that is found in Duskwood, and in Vanilla Wow was the best pet for dais caused because the automatic attacks of it caused shade damage instead of physical damage. This meant that all his attacks ignored the armor,
since they were medical. However, Lupos was changed in Patch 1.9 to not cope with the shadow, and therefore is not ã Étyl to obtain for Wow Classic, since it will be in Patch 1.12. 4.2. Cats is solle solle euqrop sarromzam y sadader ne sotse odnazilitu odadiuc agnet ,ograbme niS .PvP odinetnoc le y EvP ,odalevin le arap senoicpo sednarg nos satsE
.satla s¡Ãm euqata ed sedadicolev sal eneit n©Ãibmat euq sartneim soda±Ãad s¡Ãm selamina sol ed Attack from body to body range, making them prone to die to mechanics. Cats are one of the best pets to level due to their rapid attack speed, high damage modifier and two focus expense attacks. 4.2.1. Brokentooth Brokentooth is a rare cat found in
Badlands, and one of the most sought after pets in WoW Classic for hunters. This is mainly due to Brokentooth being the only pet in the game with an attack rate of 1.0. All other pets, cats or other types, have 1.2 attack speeds or more. This makes Brokentooth the best pet for PvP against wheels. 4.3. Wind serpents of winds have a lightning, which
makes them the only pet in the game with a distance attack. They're an excellent choice if you need your pet to attack something, but you don't want it to come too close. Specifically, you'll want to domesticate Hakkar's son in Zul'gurub, as they're the only snakes in the game that have a 6-range Rightning Breath, which is the highest possible range.
5. Pet Attack Speeds of Hunters The speed of pet attack is also quite important. Their attack speeds vary, even among families, so it is worth finding specific pets that you want to domar if you want a specific attack speed. In general, faster attack speed is better. General damage is not affected by the attack rate, but if your pet only has a 2.5sec attack
speed and loses his first attack, he is likely to remove the threat and his pet will take more time to recover the threat. The fastest attack speeds are also very useful against the wheels because each blow will make your cast backward. For PVP, you almost always want a pet with the fastest attack speed possible,It is generally cats. 6. Pet training Like
hunters, pets can also learn skills as they level. These skills are divided into two categories, active and passive skills. Most of the passive skills that will learn from a pet coach, usually found next to a hunter coach. Active skills, however, are more more Learned by dominating animals that already have that ability. This is also applied to new skills
ranges. For example, if you are leveling to hardotar, you may want to tame a surf tracker unk What you want, must make the pet use that ability before you can teach your other pets. Sometimes, this can take a little time, and it is recommended that you let pets fight against enemies while using that new ability to accelerate the process. After your
new pet has used sufficient capacity, the capacity must appear in your training menad so that your original pet learns. However, there are some restrictions, such as crabs that cannot use bites, so it is important to discover in advance what a pet type wants and what skills you want to use. Once you have domesticated a pet with a skill that you want
your current pet to learn, you can use the beast training capacity in your spell book to open the training menad. This will show you a list of spells available, which should include your new ability. To teach it to your current pet, you will have to spend some of your available training points (TP). Training points are like talent points in which their pet
wins themselves from them as it rises. Training points are also affected by the loyalty of their pet. Its total number of training points is calculated by taking (PET level) * (loyalty level ã ¢ â‚¬ - 1). 6.1. Pet liabilities training points are not permanent. You can choose different liabilities or skills and return to your pet quite easily. Especially RAID content,
you should think ahead of what kind of damage you will receive and what you will be doing mainly. Some of the most important pet liabilities are the resistances, which reduce the amount of damage your pet will receive against certain types. For example, in molten core, you should, Salealal Sale Swegufan fetu s kuclas sume 9. 14 Nico , Nuane :1Kea
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yobimber The speed of execution of the weird raptor, and the 100 resists the black wolf at that time or before. All rare pets will be only pets to be with the exception of Brokntooth and batter attack speeds, so there is no reason to run like a headless chicken and farm pets. Simply get what you want, like a scorpion to protect Viper Sting vs Reres, BT or
a bat z, and a wild boar and call it good. Wolf for 100%RAIDS. Turious shorts: the way in which Blizzard numbers its patches is not the way we normally wait against regular "number". P.Ej. Patch 1.9 is the 9th update patch after 1.0, so that 1.12 would be the 12th patch. Therefore, 1.9 is before 1.12 (the level of classic patch), although our math
masters shuddered, sã. ;) I am only leaving this comment as a note for those who struggle to find the next range of pet skills. I am not the owner of this website, but I think I must link it here, as well as giving them. A good thanks to the work they have done throughout the years for hunters, so other hunters who read here can also use it of the
information/opinions here. skills and in what zone find them. Also in Potopia has this igetile list of pets organized by attack speeds. Also, as a note apart, and this is purely personal, but I have always found pages of car as a large dungeon/leveling/solitary pets. They have bites, claws and a sprint like felines, but they also have the ability. Reducing the
attack power of enemies can really be ã ostil while solo/level or in dungeons, where the lysiter delimit is not being disputed. Escreech makes your péjaro, or the dungeon tank, be much more tank. Eliminate 100 attack power from all etsE etsE .odacitsemod res ed s©Ãupsed satanni saicnetsiser sus naÃnetnam sarutairc sal ednod rorre nu ³Ãigirroc eS
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"caster" type stats? worth it in pve/pvp? What is the best pet to leveling? Correspuma escamado is said to be the best up to level 30. Truth? Thanks for that guide. Really good!Please add:- hunter pet gain exp only if player also get it (or doing not gray, but green+ kills) It's important for those ppl, who powerlvl low-lvl pets.- add info about stables, how
many pets player can get into, what price and at what lvl.Thank you again :) Just wanted to ask if you would add Aspect of the Monkey as another ability to use when taming. Works wonders. What about if a pet has an ability they can start off with negative points. I didn't have any money leveling so when I saw the harvest festival was up outside
orgrimmar, I decided I would use that free food for my pet instead. This guide did mention harvest fish if your pet eats fish but the Harvest Boar food works for my meat eating pets. Not that its expensive but its one less thing to spend money on at the moment especially if your not running around with someone who can conjure food. Each pet needs
to level their basic traits on a regular basis by either training at a pet trainer OR BY getting a trait (new or an upgrade) by temporarily using another pet with that particular level of trait. Petopia has a list of of the available traits, what kind of pet they can be taught to, each trainable pet in the world for that particular trait and level, what upgrade
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consistent summary of pets: Offensive (Low Tank, High DPS): Cat, Raptor, Bat, Owl, Spider, Wind Serpentbalanced (Medium Tank, Medium DPS): Gorilla, Tallstrider, Carrion Bird, Hyena, Wolf, Crocolisk. Defensive (high tank, tank, DPS) :Crab, Scorpid, Bear, Boar, Turtle. I will show this for example of Gorilla: Gorilla is not in practice a defensive pet
but a balanced general pet as a wolf. Comparison of the statistics between a gorilla and wolf:Gorila : Defensive modifiers = Health mod : 1.04 - Armor mod : 1.00.Ponlose in relative terms, Health = High and Armador = Low, Defensive Outstanding = MediaDefensive models = Damage = Damage modification : 1.02 = Medium Pampas bias capacities:
Pets equal Wolf : Defensive modifiers = Health modality : 1.00 - Armor mod : 1.05.Ponloin in relative terms, Health = Medium and Armor = Medium, Over-Defensive = MediaDefensive modes = Damage mod : 1.00 = MediaSingle DPS bias : Dash. Passive Capabilities : Just like Gorilla and all pets, there is no difference in passive skills between pets. So
when statistics are compared, Gorilla's is a slightly higher and almost equal DPS of Defensive compared to Wolves. With the ability to damage AoE they have a slight tank advantage in multiple objectives. But in general clearly a balanced general pet like the wolf. To put things in perspective, under a true defensive and offensive pet: CatDefensive
Modifiers = Health Modality : 0.98 - Armor mod : 1.00.Ponlondo en términos relacionadas, Salud = Media y Armadura = Bajo, Defensive excessive = Modificadores bajooffensivos = Damage mod : 1.10 = HighSingle Capabilities DPS : Besides Bite, they also have Claw and Passive Capabilities : Just like Turtle and all pets, there is no difference in
passive skills between pets. TurtleDefensive models = Health modifier : 1.00 - Armor mod : 1.13.Poning it in relative terms,= Average and armor = high, over-defensive = highoffensive modifier = Daã ± os modification: 0.90 = Low defense capabilities: Shell Shield Passive capacities: as well as CAT and all other pets, there allã there There is no
difference in passive skills between pets. Clearly, the cat is an offensive pet with the main DPS statistics as well as the DPS and Dash abilities claw. Tank statistics are, along with the Raptor, the weakest in the game. The turtle is a clear defensive pet with top tank statistics and tank capacity Shell Shield.p.s. I see another inconsistency, the health of
the wild boar is ranked high, while the health of the gorilla has a high rating, while they have exactly the same health modifier of 1.04. I give you both a high-health rating in relation to the other pets. Besides, I warm the armor of the wild boar too. To differentiate with other pets, warm the turtle and crab very high in armor and the bear very high in
health, you can get a furious aullide from any wolf, however, those of the LBR have the highest range of aullide that you can get in phase 1 (The wolves in AV also have it, but that is not released until a later phase). I can confirm that the wolves in AV do not have furious aullide 4 or any other special skill in addition to resistance to frosts. Dash:
increases the speed of movement by 50% for 15 seconds. It doesn't break the merode. You have used the wrong link to the Dash (1850) spell. The correct one should be Dash (23099). I moved down, but I couldn't find the levels for pet talents. D: D:
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